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and publication to solve MIP models, in this paper we attempt to solve the RMCDP using a Lagrangian 48
Introduction

49
In this paper, we address the problem of delivering Ready Mixed Concrete (RMC) to a set of 50 demand customers. This logistics and planning problem arise in many real-world applications 51 where a large amount of RMC needs to be delivered to several construction sites while 52 respecting some scheduling and haul time constraints. The underlying routing problem within 53 RMC delivery is closely related to the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP), with the difference that 54 in the RMC Dispatching Problem (RMCDP) a customer may be visited more than once by the 55 same truck to be entirely serviced. The RMCDP can be represented mathematically using Mixed
56
Integer Programming (MIP) and therefore this class of routing problems requires dedicated 57 models and solution methods. In this contribution, we introduce a novel Lagrangian relaxation
58
(1) approach to solve the RMCDP.
60
In RMCDP it is desirable to find the best allocation of delivery trucks to depots and customers so 61 that transportation costs are minimized. In this paper, we attempt to solve this NP-hard problem 62 using Lagrangian Relaxation. Lagrangian relaxation has been widely used to solve hard Integer
63
Programming (IP) models and attempts to relax the original problem by representing a set of 64 constraints as penalties within the objective function through the use of Lagrangian multipliers.
65
Though there are many modeling strategies and approaches that have been developed by 66 researchers in the past (1) , in this paper, we focus on a simple implementation of Lagrangian
67
Relaxation where we dualize the flow constraints and implement a basic sub-gradient algorithm
68
(non-differentiable optimization method) to obtain the values for the Lagrangian multipliers. We In this section, we introduce the mathematical formulation of the RMCDP. In a RMC batch 
181
Hence each customer node ∈ ̅ can be decomposed into sub-customer nodes and we can 182 then define the cluster sets , ∀ ∈ ̅ composed of all the sub-customer nodes 1 … that 183 represents the real customer node :
The deliveries of RMC to customer nodes can then be planned using the cluster sets in order to 185 ensure that the model does not plan more deliveries than requested to satisfy the demand.
We denote = ∪ ∪ ∪ the set of nodes used in the routing process and we denote the Note that set excludes all trips between two depots or two customers. Fig. 2 
197
The decision variables of the proposed RMCDP model can be divided into three categories: 
and the timing variables are defined as 
∀ ∈ ̅ (10)
The objective function (4) seeks to minimize the transportation costs while supplying a 205 maximum number of customers. Constraints (5) and (6) enforce that each vehicle commences its 206 journey from a start node and terminates it at a final node. Constraint (7) is the flow conservation 207 constraint and ensures that no truck is left behind at a sub-depot or a sub-customer node.
208
Constraint (8) states that no sub-depot or sub-customer node may be visited more than once. 
246
In the course of this study, we have tried to dualize multiple set of constraints within the set of 
The problem represented by Equations (16)- (26) is given in Fig. 3 . In the next section, we implement the above Lagrangian relaxation algorithm and report our 280 results on a realistic case study.
282
Case Studies and Computational Results
283
In this section, we present case studies synthesized from realistic RMC dispatch operations and Lagrangian relaxation algorithm presented in Fig. 3 as well as the one obtained when the initial
299
MIP is solved directly. For all the instances tested, the Lagrangian relaxation algorithm found the same solutions as the 
